Rapamycin reverses pulmonary artery smooth muscle cell proliferation in pulmonary hypertension.
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Abstract

Pulmonary-artery smooth-muscle-cell (PA-SMC) proliferation in pulmonary hypertension (PH) may be linked to dysregulated mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling. The mTOR pathway involves two independent complexes, mTORC1 and mTORC2, which phosphorylate S6K and Akt, respectively, and differ in their sensitivity to rapamycin. Here, we evaluated rapamycin-sensitive mTOR substrates and PA-SMC proliferation in rats with monocrotaline-induced PH (MCT-PH). Compared to cells from control rats, cultured PA-SMCs from MCT-PH rats exhibited increased growth responses to PDGF, serotonin (5-HT), IL-1β, IGF-1, or fetal calf serum (FCS), with increases in phosphorylated (Ser-473)Akt, (Thr-308)Akt, GSK3, and S6K reflecting activated mTORC1 and mTORC2 signaling. Treatment with rapamycin (0.5 μM) or the Akt inhibitor A-443654 (0.5 μM) reduced FCS-stimulated growth of PA-SMCs from MCT-PH rats to the level in control rats while inhibiting Akt, GSK3, and S6K activation. Neither the tyrosine-kinase inhibitor imatinib (0.1 μM) nor the 5-HT transporter inhibitor fluoxetine (5 μM) normalized the increased PA-SMC growth response to FCS. Rapamycin treatment (5 mg/Kg/day) of MCT-PH rats from day 21 to day 28 markedly reduced P-Akt, P-GSK3, and P-S6K in pulmonary arteries and normalized growth of derived PA-SMCs. This effect was not observed after 1 one week of imatinib (100 mg/Kg/d) or fluoxetine (20 mg/Kg/d). Rapamycin given preventively (days 1 to 21) or curatively (days 21 to 42) inhibited MCT-PH to a greater extent than did imatinib or fluoxetine. Experimental PH in rats is associated with a sustained proliferative PA-SMC phenotype linked to activation of both mTORC1 and mTORC2 signaling and suppressed by rapamycin treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

Hyperplasia of pulmonary-artery smooth muscle cells (PA-SMCs) is a hallmark pathological feature of all forms of pulmonary hypertension (PH) that leads to structural remodeling and occlusion of the pulmonary vessels (1). The intracellular signaling pathway involving serine/threonine kinase (Akt) and mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) is now recognized as a critical player in cell proliferation and cancer (2). In PA-SMCs, Akt and mTOR signaling can be activated by numerous growth factors (3-5), as well as physical stimuli such as shear stress and hypoxia (6). Thus, the Akt/mTOR signaling pathway is shared by various physical and biological stimuli that act on PA-SMCs and can induce PH. Consequently, treatments targeting this pathway may hold promise in PH.

One major molecular target for antiproliferative therapies directed to the Akt pathway is the mTOR protein, which plays a central role in controlling cell growth, proliferation, and survival and is regulated by mitogenic and nutrient signals (7-9). In the cell, mTOR is found in two distinct protein complexes with specific binding partners, raptor in mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1) and rictor in mTORC2 (7-9). The mTORC1 substrates include S6 kinases (S6K), while mTORC2 phosphorylates the hydrophobic motif of Akt family members at Ser$^{473}$, leading to subsequent phosphorylation of downstream effectors such as GSK3. Activation of mTORC1 exerts a negative feed-back effect on Akt. Consequently, rapamycin, which binds only to mTORC1, inhibits the mTORC1 substrate S6K but can simultaneously activate the Akt-GSK3 pathway (10). In contrast, mTORC2 inhibition is associated with variable inactivation of Akt and downstream Akt effectors such as GSK3. Long-term rapamycin treatment can also affect mTORC2 activity (11, 12). The effects of rapamycin may therefore differ according to cell types and treatment conditions.
Studies of rapamycin in animal models of PH showed contradictory results according to the rapamycin dose, with no relationship to Akt/mTOR signaling (13-16). The hypothesis that dysregulated mTOR signaling is involved in PA-SMC hyperplasia during PH progression rests mainly on recent results from our laboratory and others showing increased mTORC1 and mTORC2 substrate phosphorylation in pulmonary-vascular smooth muscle from rats with monocrotaline (MCT)- or hypoxia-induced PH, as well as increased P-GSK3 in remodeled vessels from patients with PH (17, 18). Of note, a recently published case-report describes a dramatic improvement in PH in a patient given rapamycin for a pancreatic tumor (19). The potential usefulness of rapamycin derivatives in PH is still under investigation.

Here, we investigated whether PA-SMCs from rats with MCT-induced PH exhibited an abnormal proliferative phenotype similar to that previously described in patients with PH. We found an increased PA-SMC growth response to a variety of growth factors and we therefore investigated whether this sustained proliferative phenotype was related to alteration of the mTOR signaling pathway. Finally we determined whether rapamycin treatment normalized PA-SMC growth when added in vitro to cell cultures or given in vivo to rats and whether rapamycin treatment was effective in preventing or reversing PH in rats with MCT-induced PH.
METHODS

Animal model and experimental design

All experiments were performed according to the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Male Wistar rats (200-250 g) were studied after a single subcutaneous MCT injection (60 mg/Kg; Sigma, Saint-Quentin-Fallavier, France). Rats were assigned at random (8-10/group to fluoxetine (20 mg/Kg/day), imatinib (100 mg/Kg/day), rapamycin (5 mg/Kg/day), or vehicle only, given once daily by gavage.

Studies on cultured rat PA-SMCs, assessment of PA-SMC growth and apoptosis

PA-SMCs from rat pulmonary arteries were cultured and characterized as previously described (17). After 48 hours’ incubation in DMEM, the cells were treated with FCS (15%), platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)-BB (20 ng/mL), 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HT, 200 ng/mL), interleukin-1β (IL-1β, 50 ng/mL), or insulin-like growth factor (IGF, 50 ng/mL). After 48 hours, MTT (0.2 mg/mL) was added and tetrazolium salt reduction to formazan was quantified by spectrophotometry. Rapamycin (0.01-0.5 μM) or vehicle was added before and 24 hours after growth factor exposure; and fluoxetine (5-10 μM) or imatinib (0.1-1 μM) or vehicle was added in serum-free medium for 24 hours prior to growth factor exposure. The apoptotic cell count was determined using annexin V flow cytometry.

Assessment of pulmonary hypertension

At various times after MCT administration, rats were anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine. The following were measured as previously described (17): pulmonary arterial pressure
(Pap), right ventricular hypertrophy index (right ventricular free wall weight over sum of septum plus left ventricular free wall weights, RV/LV+S), and pulmonary vessel muscularization.

**Evaluation of in situ PA-SMC death and proliferation**

Ki67 and caspase 3 immunostainings were performed using an anti-Ki67 rabbit antibody (1:500, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA) and anti-caspase 3 active rabbit antibody (1:200, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA)(17).

**Immunoblotting of Akt, S6K, and GSK3 proteins and immunofluorescence studies**

Akt, S6K, and GSK3 proteins were measured in lung tissues and isolated PA-SMCs using Western blotting with the following antibodies: anti-p-Akt ser 473, anti-p-Akt Thr 308, anti-Akt, anti-p-GSK3, anti-GSK3, anti-p-S6K, and anti-S6K (Cell Signaling Technology, Boston, MA, USA); and anti–β-actin antibody (Sigma). Lung cryosections were incubated with antibodies against anti-p-Akt ser 473 or anti-p-S6K (Cell Signaling Technology) and alpha-SMA (Sigma) then with Alexa 488 anti-mouse and 555 anti–rabbit secondary antibodies (Cell Signaling Technology). Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 333342 (1 μg/mL, Cell Signaling Technology).

**Drugs**

Rapamycin (Sirolimus®, Pfizer, city, NY, USA), fluoxetine (Arrows, Lyon France), and imatinib (Gleevec®, Novartis, Basel, Switzerland) used for animal studies were from the pharmacy of the Henri Mondor Hospital (Créteil, France). Fluoxetine and rapamycin for cell experiments were from Sigma. Imatinib solid caplets were ground into a fine powder, dissolved in water or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) then used to prepare a concentrated stock solution.
The Akt inhibitor (A-443654) was a gift from Abbott Laboratories (Chicago, IL, USA) and was supplied as a powder to be dissolved in PBS or water(20).

**Statistical analyses**

The data are described as mean±SEM. Parametric tests were used after verification that the variables were normally distributed in each group. The effect on PA-SMC growth of FCS, PDGF, 5-HT, IL-1β, and IFG-1 at various times after monocrotaline injection was evaluated by two-way ANOVA with repeated measures, testing for treatment and time effects. Comparisons of treatments with A-443654, rapamycin, fluoxetine, imatinib, and vehicle on growth of PA-SMCs from control and MCT-treated rats were performed with two-way ANOVA. The effects of chronic treatment of MCT-treated rats with rapamycin, fluoxetine, imatinib, or vehicle on physiological or biological parameters were assessed using one-way ANOVA. When a significant difference was found, group means were compared by post-test analysis. $P$ values lower than 0.05 were considered significant.
RESULTS

Hyperplasia of cultured PA-SMCs from rats with monocrotaline (MCT)-induced pulmonary hypertension; effects of rapamycin, imatinib, and fluoxetine

Rats studied 3 and 4 weeks after MCT administration (3wk- and 4wk-MCT rats, respectively) had severe PH with marked increases in Pap and pulmonary vessel muscularization compared to control rats injected with vehicle. PH was more severe in 4wk-MCT than in 3 wk-MCT rats (Figure 1A). Cells from pulmonary arteries of MCT-treated rats grew faster than those from vehicle-treated rats when stimulated with varying doses of FCS, PDGF, 5-HT, IL-1β, or IGF-1 (Figures 1B, 1C). The stimulated PA-SMC growth paralleled the severity of pulmonary vascular remodeling, with a higher growth rate of cells from 4wk-MCT than from 3 wk-MCT rats. With rapamycin (0.5 μM) or the selective Akt inhibitor A-443654 (0.5 μM), the growth-stimulating effect of FCS was markedly reduced and PA-SMC growth was not different between MCT-treated and vehicle-treated rats (Figure 2A). In contrast, cell pretreatment with imatinib (0.1 μM) or fluoxetine (5 μM) failed to normalize FCS-induced growth of PA-SMCs from MCT-treated rats (Figure 2A). This increased growth responsiveness of PA-SMCs from MCT-treated rats was associated with increased cell levels of (Ser-473)P-Akt, (Thr-308)P-Akt, P-GSK-3β, and P-S6K proteins at baseline or after stimulation with FCS, compared to cells from control rats (Figure 2B). Treatment of PA-SMCs with 0.5 μM rapamycin markedly inhibited (Ser-473)P-Akt, (Thr-308)P-Akt, P-GSK-3β, and P-S6K in cells from both control and MCT-treated rats, abolishing the differences between these two groups. PA-SMC treatment with the Akt inhibitor A-443654 also markedly decreased P-GSK3 and P-S6K in cells from both control and MCT-treated rats and was associated with increased Akt phosphorylation, as expected based on the reported mechanism of action of this drug (20). In contrast, imatinib and fluoxetine were less
efficient than rapamycin in reducing (Ser-473) p-Akt, (Thr-308) p-Akt, and P-GSK-3β levels and failed to alter p-S6K levels in either group (Figure 2B). Interestingly, rapamycin normalized FCS-induced growth of PA-SMCs from MCT-treated rats only in concentrations greater than 20 nM (Figure 3A). Thus, rapamycin 20 nM failed to normalize FCS-induced growth of PA-SMCs from MCT-treated rats but markedly reduced p-S6K levels without affecting (Ser-473) p-Akt or P-GSK-3β levels (Figure 3B). These results were consistent with selective mTORC1 inhibition by rapamycin 20 nM and with dual mTORC1 and mTORC2 inhibition by rapamycin 500 nM.

Treatment of rats with established monocrotaline (MCT)-induced pulmonary hypertension by rapamycin abrogated the proliferative phenotype of derived cultured PA-SMCs and inhibited mTORC1 and mTORC2 activation

In rats studied 4 weeks after MCT administration, the development of PH (Figure 4A) was associated with large increases in (Ser-473) p-Akt, (Thr-308) p-Akt, p-GSK3, and p-S6K protein levels in proximal and distal pulmonary arteries (Figure 4B and 4C); with no change in total Akt, GSK3, or S6K (Figure 4B). Activation of p-Akt and p-S6K was mainly found in the media of pulmonary arteries, with immunofluorescence studies showing prominent p-Akt immunostaining in distal remodeled pulmonary vessels (Figure 4C).

To investigate whether brief in vivo rapamycin treatment altered the proliferative phenotype of derived cultured PA-SMCs from 4wk-MCT rats, cells were collected after rapamycin treatment from day 21 to day 28 following MCT injection. Rapamycin treatment completely abolished the increased PA-SMC growth seen in cells from vehicle-treated 4wk-MCT rats, so that MTT activity in PA-SMCs from rapamycin- and MCT-treated rats was similar to that in control rats not given MCT (Figure 4D). Direct exposure of cultured PA-SMCs to rapamycin
produced only a slight additional inhibitory effect not seen with in vitro imatinib or fluoxetine treatment. Rapamycin treatment for 1 week was associated with slight but significant reductions in Pap, RV/LV+S, and pulmonary-artery muscularization (Figure 4A) and with large decreases in pulmonary-artery levels of P-Akt, P-GSK3, and P-S6K (Figures 4B, and 4C). More importantly, PA-SMCs from 4wk-MCT rats given rapamycin for 1 week exhibited the same levels of p-Akt, p-GSK3 and p-S6K as did PA-SMCs from control rats not given MCT, both at baseline and after FCS stimulation (Figure 4E).

In vivo treatment of MCT-treated rats with either fluoxetine or imatinib for 1 week did not noticeably affect PH parameters, although fluoxetine slightly reduced Pap without affecting RV hypertrophy or pulmonary vessel muscularization (Figure 4A). Fluoxetine or imatinib for 1 week failed to suppress the proliferative phenotype of derived cultured PA-SMCs (Figure 4F). Both fluoxetine and imatinib slightly decreased P-GSK3 levels in pulmonary arteries without affecting P-Akt or P-S6K levels (Figures 4B and 4C).

**Preventive and curative effects of rapamycin on MCT-induced PH; comparison with fluoxetine and imatinib**

Chronic treatment with rapamycin (5 mg/Kg/day), fluoxetine (20 mg/Kg/day), or imatinib (100 mg/Kg/day) from day 0 to day 21 after MCT administration attenuated PH severity. Reductions in Pap and pulmonary artery muscularization on day 21 were larger with rapamycin than with imatinib or fluoxetine (Figure 5A). Rapamycin treatment was associated with reductions in pulmonary-artery levels of p-Akt, P-GSK3, and p-S6K, which did not differ from those induced by imatinib or fluoxetine (Figure 5B).

Rapamycin treatment from day 21 to day 42 after MCT injection was more potent in reducing Pap and RV/LV+S, compared to imatinib or fluoxetine (Figure 6A). Rapamycin had
more pronounced effects than did imatinib on pulmonary vessel muscularization on day 42. Rapamycin treatment for 3 weeks consistently and markedly reduced lung p-Akt, p-GSK3, and pS6K levels; whereas fluoxetine and imatinib induced smaller decreases in p-Akt and p-GSK3 levels and had no effects on P-S6K (Figures 6B, and 6C).
DISCUSSION

A major finding from the present study is that cultured PA-SMCs from rats with MCT-induced PH, when exposed to various growth factors, exhibit an abnormal proliferative phenotype linked to sustained activation of the intracellular mTOR signaling pathway. This proliferative phenotype was abolished by rapamycin added in vitro to cell cultures or given in vivo to rats, suggesting that it was mediated by mTOR signaling. Rapamycin inhibited both mTORC1 and mTORC2 substrates, whereas imatinib and fluoxetine less efficiently inhibited mTORC2 substrates and failed to inhibit the mTORC1 substrate S6K or to normalize PA-SMC growth. We also found that low doses of rapamycin, which selectively blocked mTORC1, were unable to normalize PA-SMC growth. Taken together, these results are consistent with a major role for mTORC1 and mTORC2 in mediating the abnormal PA-SMC proliferative phenotype during PH progression. Also, they suggest that rapamycin derivatives may hold promise for treating PH.

That PA-SMCs from remodeled pulmonary vessels from patients with various types of PH maintain an abnormal proliferative phenotype in vitro has been demonstrated in several studies using various growth factors including 5-HT, PDGF, and bFGF (21-23). This abnormality was initially considered an intrinsic cell alteration specific of human PH, in analogy with the abnormal behavior of tumor cells (24). The present results obtained with PA-SMCs from rats developing PH after MCT injection indicate that the proliferative phenotype can be acquired during PH progression. Faster growth of cultured PA-SMCs from rats with experimental PH than from control rats was shown recently in the hypoxia-induced PH model (18). The increased PA-SMC growth in both MCT- and hypoxia-induced PH suggests independence of the abnormal proliferative phenotype from the cause of PH. Moreover, the increased growth capacity was not specific of a given growth factor but was observed instead in response to PDGF, 5-HT, IL-1β,
IGF-1, and the growth factor mixture in serum, indicating signaling pathway dysregulation downstream of the action of these effectors.

In the present study, both the mTORC1 and the mTORC2 signaling pathways were activated in cells from MCT-PH rats compared to cells from control rats, as shown by increased phosphorylation of the mTORC1 substrate S6K and of the mTORC2 substrate Akt(Ser-473). Akt phosphorylation at Thr-308 was also increased in PA-SMCs from MCT-treated rats, consistent with activation of the PI3K/PDK signaling cascade and of the Akt downstream effector GSK3. Interestingly, rapamycin in the concentration of 0.5 µM inhibited mTORC1-dependent S6K phosphorylation and mTORC2-dependent Akt phosphorylation at Ser473, as well as GSK3 phosphorylation. Rapamycin is known to bind mTORC1 and can also bind and inhibit mTORC2 during long-term treatment (11, 12). Our results therefore indicate that rapamycin in the dose used in our experiments inhibits not only mTORC1 in PA-SMCs, but also mTORC2.

Rapamycin treatment markedly inhibited the PA-SMC growth-promoting effect of FCS, abolishing the difference between cells from MCT-PH and control rats. Similarly, the Akt inhibitor A-443654, which inhibited mTORC2 and mTORC1 downstream effectors, normalized the growth of cells from MCT-PH rats. These results indicate that the differing proliferation rates of cells from MCT-PH and control rats were related to different activities of the mTORC1/mTORC2 signaling pathways and that dysregulation of these pathways persisted in cultured cells separated from their in vivo environment. Therefore, both mTORC1 and mTORC2 activation contributed to the increased PA-SMC growth in MCT-induced PH. Neither fluoxetine nor imatinib affected mTORC1-dependent S6K phosphorylation; both drugs decreased mTORC2-dependent Ser-473 Akt and GSK3 phosphorylation to a lesser extent than rapamycin and failed to normalize the growth of PA-SMCs from MCT-treated rats. To better delineate the
roles for mTORC1 and mTORC2, we used various doses of rapamycin. We found that low-dose rapamycin failed to fully normalize the growth of PA-SMCs from MCT-treated rats and effectively inhibited mTORC1-dependent S6K phosphorylation without affecting mTORC2 substrates. Thus, selective mTORC1 inhibition by low-dose rapamycin is not sufficient to suppress the sustained growth capacity of cells from MCT-PH rats. Higher doses that simultaneously inhibit mTORC1 and mTORC2 signaling are required to normalize the growth of PA-SMCs from MCT-treated rats. These results are consistent with those obtained in chronically hypoxic rats and indicate that both mTORC1 and mTORC2 are required for the increased PA-SMC proliferation associated with PH development (18).

An important goal of this study was to investigate whether in vivo rapamycin treatment altered the mTOR signaling pathway in pulmonary vessels and normalized the growth of derived cultured PA-SMCs. We therefore studied rats with established PH after only 1 week of rapamycin, imatinib, or fluoxetine, when only minor changes in pulmonary-artery muscularization had occurred. The decreases in p-Akt, p-GSK3, and pS6K in pulmonary arteries at this time point, and notably in smooth-muscle cells, are consistent with a primary rapamycin effect on the Akt signaling pathway followed by secondary inhibition of PA-SMC proliferation. At this time point, fluoxetine or imatinib had no effect on pS6K or pAkt phosphorylation in the lung or pulmonary arteries. Rapamycin given in vivo to rats therefore inhibited the mTOR signaling pathway in a manner very similar to that seen with direct cell exposure, inhibiting both mTORC1 and mTORC2 substrates in pulmonary arteries, whereas imatinib and fluoxetine effects predominated on mTORC2 substrates.

Cultured PA-SMCs collected after 1 week of rapamycin treatment from rats with established MCT-induced PH exhibited the same growth rate as cells from control rats without PH. Also, no reduction in PA-SMC growth was noted in cells from rats given imatinib or
fluoxetine according to the same protocol. These results show clearly that short-term in vivo rapamycin treatment can reverse the abnormal PA-SMC proliferative phenotype and normalize PA-SMC growth during PH progression, an effect not shared by fluoxetine or imatinib.

We then evaluated the curative and preventive effects of rapamycin treatment on the development of MCT-induced PH. Daily treatment started 3 weeks after MCT injection produced large decreases in Pap, right ventricular hypertrophy, and number of muscularized pulmonary vessels compared with vehicle-treated rats. Similar reductions in these parameters were obtained when rapamycin was given preventively. In both protocols, rapamycin appeared to have more potent effects than either fluoxetine or imatinib.

Taken together, these results emphasize the importance for treating PH of targeting intracellular signaling pathways common to various growth factors, instead of selectively targeting one particular extracellular effector acting on PA-SMC growth. Also, they emphasize the importance of the mTOR signaling pathway in mediating PA-SMC growth during PH progression, regardless of the cause of PH. These data provide further support for studies aimed at identifying the best molecular targets in the mTOR signaling pathway for antiproliferative therapies directed against PH. Given the ability of rapamycin to block either mTORC1 or both mTORC1 and mTORC2 depending on the dose, clinical studies will be needed to determine whether rapamycin derivatives may provide clinical benefits in patients with PH when used in doses devoid of systemic toxicity. The dramatic improvement of PH in a patient given rapamycin for a pancreatic tumor, recently described in a case-report, is consistent with therapeutic efficacy in the doses used in clinical practice (19). Treatment with rapamycin derivatives has already been approved for immune suppression after organ transplantation; prevention of vessel restenosis after angioplasty; and treatment of renal cell carcinoma, T-cell lymphoma, and tuberous sclerosis
(10, 25). The potential usefulness of rapamycin derivatives in human PH therefore deserves further investigation.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. (A) Development of pulmonary hypertension 3 and 4 weeks following monocrotaline (MCT) injection in rats, as assessed by the increases in mean pulmonary arterial pressure (Pap, bar graphs), and muscularization of distal pulmonary vessels as assessed by pulmonary arterial wall thickness (diamonds). Representative photomicrographs of pulmonary vessels and pulmonary artery wall thickness from rats on days 21 and 28 after MCT or saline (controls). (B and C) Proliferation of pulmonary-artery smooth muscle cells (PA-SMCs) derived from control rats and MCT-treated rats after 3 weeks (3wk-MCT) or 4 weeks (4wk-MCT). The cells were starved of FCS for 48 hours then exposed to vehicle or increasing concentrations of FCS, PDGF, 5-HT, IL-1β or IGF-1. Each point is the mean±SE of at least five determinations 21 and 28 days following MCT administration (mean±SE, n=30 at each time point). *P<0.05, **P<0.01, ***P<0.001 compared with values in untreated control rats (day 0); †P<0.05 and ††P<0.01 compared with respective values in 3wk-MCT rats.

Figure 2. (A). Effects of the Akt inhibitor A-443654 (0.5 μM), rapamycin (0.5 μM), fluoxetine (5 μM), or imatinib (0.1 μM) on proliferation of PA-SMCs from control rats or rats 4 weeks after monocrotaline injection (MCT-4wk), under basal conditions and after stimulation with 15% fetal calf serum (FCS). The cells were starved of FCS for 48 hours then exposed to the drugs according to different protocols. Cell proliferation was measured with the tetrazolium assay 48 hours after stimulation with 15% FCS or vehicle. Each point is the mean±SE of at least five determinations (mean±SE, n=30 at each time point). (B) Effects of treatment with the Akt inhibitor A-443654(0.5 μM), rapamycin (0.5 μM), fluoxetine (5 μM), or imatinib (0.1 μM) on
Ser 473, p-Akt, p-GSK3 and p-S6K protein levels in cultured PA-SMCs stimulated with 15% FCS for 24 hours. Values are mean±SEM of 30 values from five independent experiments. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 compared with values in control rats not given MCT; †P<0.05 compared with respective values in control or MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle.

**Figure 3.** (A). Effects of increasing concentrations of rapamycin on proliferation of PA-SMCs from control rats or rats 4 weeks after monocrotaline injection (MCT-4wk) under basal conditions and after stimulation with 15% fetal calf serum (FCS); (mean±SE, n=12 at each time point). (B) Effects of treatment with 20 nM and 100 nM rapamycin on Ser 473, p-Akt, p-GSK3, and p-S6K protein levels in cultured PA-SMCs stimulated with 15% FCS for 24 hours. Values are mean±SEM of 12 values. *P<0.05, **P<0.01 compared with values in control rats not given MCT.

**Figure 4.** (A) Pulmonary arterial pressure (Pap), right ventricular hypertrophy index [RV/(LV+S) weight ratio], and pulmonary vessel muscularization (percentage of partially and fully muscularized pulmonary vessels) on day 28 after monocrotaline (MCT) administration in the groups treated from day 21 to day 28 with rapamycin (5 mg/Kg/d), fluoxetine (20 mg/Kg/d), or imatinib (100 mg/Kg/d). Control rats were kept in the same conditions after saline administration (n=10 in each group). *P<0.05 and **P<0.01 vs. values in MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle. (B) Changes in Akt, GSK3, and S6K phosphorylation in proximal pulmonary arteries after MCT injection. Protein levels were evaluated by Western blot in pulmonary artery extracts 28 days after MCT administration. Rapamycin, fluoxetine, imatinib, or vehicle was given from day 21 to day 28 (n=30 in each group). The bar graph shows the mean±SEM values in pulmonary arteries...
(n=30 in each group). *P<0.05, **P<0.01 vs. values from MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle. (C) Representative photographs of immunofluorescence staining for P-Akt in control rats and MCT-4wk rats treated with rapamycin, fluoxetine, imatinib, or vehicle from day 21 to 28. P-Akt was predominantly expressed in pulmonary vessels and co-localized with α-SMA in PA-SMCs. No immunoreactivity was detected in sections incubated with secondary anti-rabbit and anti-mouse antibody but no primary antibody. (D) Proliferation of PA-SMCs derived from control and MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle or rapamycin from day 21 to day 28. The cells were starved of fetal calf serum (FCS) for 48 hours then exposed to vehicle or 15% FCS with the Akt inhibitor (0.5 μM), rapamycin (0.5 μM), fluoxetine (5 μM), or imatinib (0.1 μM). Cell proliferation was measured with the tetrazolium assay. Each point is the mean±SE of at least five determinations 21 and 28 days following MCT administration (mean±SE, n=30 at each time point). *P<0.05 compared with values in control rats not given monocrotaline; †P<0.05 compared with values in MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle instead of rapamycin. (E) Ser 473, p-Akt, and p-GSK3 protein levels in cultured PA-SMCs from control and MCT-4wk rats treated from day 21 to day 28 with rapamycin or vehicle. Cells were studied after treatment with either 15% FCS or vehicle for 48 hours. Values are mean±SE of 30 values from five independent experiments.*P<0.05 compared with values in control rats not given monocrotaline; †P<0.05 compared with values in MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle instead of rapamycin. (F) Proliferation of PA-SMCs derived from control and MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle, fluoxetine, or imatinib from day 21 to day 28. The cells were starved of FCS for 48 hours then exposed to vehicle or 15% FCS with the Akt inhibitor (0.5 μM), rapamycin (0.5 μM), fluoxetine (5 μM), or imatinib (0.1 μM). Cell proliferation was measured with the tetrazolium assay. Each point is the mean±SE of 30 determinations 21 and 28 days following MCT administration (mean±SE). *P<0.05 compared
with values in control rats not given monocrotaline; †P<0.05 compared with values in MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle instead of rapamycin.

**Figure 5.** (A) Pulmonary arterial pressure; right ventricular hypertrophy index (RV/LV+S weights); and percentages of partially muscularized and fully muscularized vessels on day 21 after saline (controls) or monocrotaline (MCT) administration combined with rapamycin (Rapa), fluoxetine (Fluox), imatinib (Imat), or vehicle (Ve) from day 0 to day 21 (n=10 in each group). *P<0.01 compared with values in control rats. (B) Changes in Akt, GSK3, and S6K phosphorylation in proximal pulmonary arteries after MCT injection. Protein expression and phosphorylation were evaluated by Western blot in pulmonary artery extracts 21 days after MCT administration. Treatment with rapamycin, fluoxetine, imatinib, or vehicle was given from day 0 to day 21 (n=10 in each group). The bar graph shows the mean±SEM values in pulmonary arteries (n=10 in each group). *P<0.05 and **P<0.01 vs. values in MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle.

**Figure 6.** (A) Pulmonary arterial pressure; right ventricular hypertrophy index (RV/LV+S weights); and percentage of partially muscularized and fully muscularized vessels on day 42 after saline (controls) or monocrotaline (MCT) administration combined with either rapamycin (Rapa), fluoxetine (Fluox), imatinib (Imat), or vehicle (Ve) from day 21 to day 42 (n=10 in each group). *P<0.01 compared with values in control rats. (B) Changes in Akt, GSK3, and S6K phosphorylation in proximal pulmonary arteries after MCT. Protein expression and phosphorylation were evaluated by Western blot in pulmonary artery extracts 42 days after MCT administration. Treatment with rapamycin, fluoxetine, imatinib, or vehicle was given from day 21 to day 42. The bar graph shows the mean±SEM values in pulmonary arteries (n=10 in each
group). *$P<0.05$ and **$P<0.01$ vs. values in MCT-4wk rats treated with vehicle. (C) Representative photographs of immunofluorescence staining for P-Akt in control rats and MCT-6wk rats treated with rapamycin, fluoxetine, imatinib, or vehicle from day 21 to day 42. No immunoreactivity was detected in sections incubated with secondary anti-rabbit and anti-mouse antibody but no primary antibody.
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